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Abstract 

Purpose is analysis of the current legal tools and acts in the field of mining in the European Union to identify and substan-

tiate their potential consideration while reforming Ukrainian legislation in the context of European integration, energy trans-

formation, and postwar recovery. 

Methods. The study is a sequential analysis of the European sources for legal support of mining. The analysis is aimed at 

determination of tendencies, their necessity and implementation expediency while reforming the national legislation on subsoil 

as well as mining legislation. 

Findings. Elements of the current legal mechanism from the viewpoint of subsoil use in the EU have been reviewed. 

Moreover, they have been systemized according to following types: tools and institutions; messages (communications) and 

reports; and directives, instructions, procedural rules, and the EU decisions. Reformation tendencies of legal mining support 

have been substantiated. The tendencies depend upon the fact that Ukraine selected the Eurointegration vector as well as upon 

the necessity to decarbonize power sector and postwar recovery specificity. The regulations, relevant for reforming provisions 

of mining legislation of the certain EU member states required for legal mining support in the field of investment, institutional, 

permissive, and contractual relations, have been defined. 

Originality is substantiation of expedient use of sustainable European practices in the legal regulation of Ukrainian mining 

sector based upon the achievement of symbiosis of preserving the national interests as well as fulfillment of integration obliga-

tions in the process of energy transformation and postwar recovery. 

Practical implications are expedient implementation of the findings in the process of legislative activities; law enforce-

ment actions by officers of the authorized state bodies and economic entities in the field of mining; and research connected 

with further development of mining law theory; and academic activities related to teaching of topics concerning the current 

legal aspects of mining. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Statement of the problem 

Ukraine is among the countries having significant mineral 

resource base in addition to powerful mining industry. De-

spite negative influence by the armed aggression on the part 

of the Russian Federation (hereinafter referred to as the RF), 

the projected State Budget revenue in 2023 is UAH 

93.36 billion [1] being more than 40% to compare with 2022 

budget, and approaching 8% of the total budget fund of 

2023. It is an extremely important component for postwar 

economic recovery. Nevertheless, its achievement should 

rely upon relevant mine engineering, geological and mine-

ralogical, social and labour, innovative-investment, financial 

and economic and other factors as well as upon adequate 

legal support of each mining stage and schedule. In this con-

text, general reform of the national legislation on subsoil and 

in particular its component being mining law should provide 

solution of the topical problem, i.e. achieving of symbiosis of 

preserving the national interests as well as focusing on the 

advanced European practices in the field. 

1.2. Analysis of the recent studies and publications 

It should be mentioned that generally national scientists 

and researchers ignore thorough the approach to highlighting 

the problems of legal support as for subsoil use; instead, they 

concentrate on certain sources in definite spheres. 

In such a way, among other things, a multi-author book 

considers problems of cooperation between Ukraine and the 

European Union (hereinafter referred to as the EU) in the 

field of subsoil use in the context of the sustainable deve-

lopment of raw-materials base (hereinafter referred to as 

RMB). However, authors refer only to 2012/18/EC Di-

rective, Seveso-III-Directive [2] assuming it as the most 

efficient legislative tool in the field of accident prevention. 

They believe that despite restrictions of the Directive imple-
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mentation in mining, it plays a prominent role for the sphere 

of risk management connected with waste inclusive of opera-

tion of tailings [3]. 

Hardly the study may be considered as such favouring the 

reform of subsoil use in Ukraine. Moreover, statements by the 

authors that agreements on the distribution of products (here-

inafter referred to as ADPs) as well as concession contracts 

are administrative contracts [3] can be seen as false ones. 

First, relying upon part 1 of Article 27 of a law on 

ADPs [4], subsoil use upon the ADPs terms is economic 

activity concerning exploration, prospecting, and mining of 

minerals (hereinafter referred to as MMs). Properly speaking, 

the law is intersectoral act; in terms of Parliamentary classi-

fication, it belongs to subsoil legislation and concerns gen-

eral foundations of regulatory management of economic 

growth inclusive of economic contracts. Second, in terms of 

the mentioned classification, the law on concessions is abso-

lutely a source of civil (among other things, mandatory) law; 

and according to part 6 of Article 2, its force cannot involve 

projects providing exploration, prospecting, and MMs [5]. 

Having analyzed corresponding sources in “EU Direc-

tives in the field of subsoil use” chapter (i.e. EU Directive 

2011/92/EC; EU Directive 2006/21/EC; EU Directive 

94/22/EC; and EU Directive 2006/118/EC), I.B. Machulska 

gives the evidence that norms of the EU Directive 94/22/EC 

become of particular importance in the context of Ukrainian 

legislation adapting to the EU legislation. The matter is that 

the Directive specifies both basic and principal requirements 

to the procedure of transfer of subsoil to be used. According 

to provisions of the EU 94/22/EC Directive, the researcher 

has proposed to make additions to the Subsoil Code of 

Ukraine (hereinafter referred to as SC) [6] to introduce trans-

fer from the current system of receiving special permits to 

conclusion of contracts on subsoil use [7]. However, she 

does not mention that the Directive [8] concerns provision of 

subsoil use to explore, prospect, and mine only hydrocar-

bons. The national legislation considers the latter as crude 

oil, natural gas (inclusive of the associated petroleum gas), 

and gas condensate [9]. 

The EU Directive 94/22/EC is also mentioned by the 

Ministry of environmental protection and natural resources 

of Ukraine in view of its implementation in the revised SC 

version [10] which development is provided by the Decree of 

President #874/2019 [11]. Team of “New Subsoil Code of 

Ukraine” Project joined its development. The team is fi-

nanced by the EU and implemented by Consortium; it con-

sists of Projekt-Consult experts from Germany; MinPol ex-

perts from Austria; and Better Regulation Delivery Office 

(BRDO) experts from Ukraine. Nevertheless, both objective 

and subjective reasons prevented from its submission to the 

Ukrainian Parliament early in 2023. 

1.3. Singling out of the previously unsolved tasks 

of a general problem 

Despite sufficient representative number of the studies 

pursued by the national researchers from different specialism 

areas, concerning legal aspects of mining, the sphere is still 

extremely topical. Such a situation results from numerous 

important circumstances not considered from theoretical and 

applied viewpoint as for the right to use subsoil, i.e.: 

– granting Ukraine the status of a candidate for accession 

to the European Union in accordance with the decision by the 

leaders of the EU member states made in a panel session of 

the European Council which took place on the 23rd of June 

2022 [12]; 

– accession of Ukraine to the implementation of “The Euro-

pean Green Deal” initiative by the European Commission [13]; 

– armed RF aggression against Ukraine which caused 

enormous damage and losses to RMB as well as to mining 

enterprises. 

1.4. Formulation of the paper objective and 

statement of the problem 

Thus, the paper idea is to study the current legal tools and 

acts in the context of the EU mining sphere to identify and 

substantiate potential of their consideration while Ukrainian 

legislation reforming in the context of European integration, 

energy transformation, and postwar recovery. For the pur-

pose, following tasks should be performed: 

– review of the current tools and legal acts, applied by 

EU in the field of subsoil use, and their systematization; 

– substantiation of the tendencies to reform legal support 

of mining stipulated by the necessity of European integra-

tion, energy (“green”) transformation, and postwar recovery;  

– analysis of mining-and-geological legislation content of 

certain EU member states and determination of provisions 

being actual for Ukraine. 

The study sequence depends upon logic correlation with 

the tasks, formulated earlier, and content and form of regula-

tions by the national and European legislation in the field of 

mining, mineral raw materials, environment, and its imple-

mentation practices. 

2. Research methods 

The research methods are based upon general scientific 

and specific cognitive approaches applied by jurisprudence. 

Deduction and induction, analysis and synthesis, abstraction 

and generalization have been applied. 

Specific scientific research procedures have been used 

while analyzing publications on the selected topics, legal acts, 

legal facts, and phenomena as well as while presenting author’s 

position. Formal-logical, system-structural and system-

functional method have made it possible to demonstrate and 

systemize the current tools and legal acts in the field of mining. 

Dialectical method of scientific knowledge has helped 

analyze current national and foreign legislation controlling 

mining legal relations arising on the entities using subsoil. 

Contradictory scientific positions, concerning explanation of 

theoretical and applied ideas, and legislative regulations, 

disagreeing periodically with the current European standards, 

have been studied based upon critical legal approach. 

Comparative legal procedure has been applied to analyze 

sources of European and national laws. A formal-legal meth-

od has made it possible to review connections between the 

internal content and external expression of legal tools as well 

as spheres of legal regulation. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Current tools and legal acts in the field of subsoil 

use in the EU and their systematization 

As a candidate for EU membership, Ukraine has to im-

plement a number of reforms, and adopt the national legisla-

tion to European criteria. Among other things, it concerns 

provision of reliable and unobstructed access to raw materi-

als being important for the EU. The matter is that depending 
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upon feedstock availability, the EU member states have at 

least 30 million jobs [14]. Tools of the European Commis-

sion (hereinafter referred to as EC) as for the stable provision 

of the materials may be divided into two interdependent 

components: the raw materials initiative (RMI) [15] and the 

European innovation partnership (EIP) on raw materials [16]. 

The former, approved for 2021-2022, involved the use of 

the European Raw Materials Alliance (ERMA) and the Eu-

ropean Battery Alliance (EBA) platforms to finance projects 

and investment; cooperate and progress for the development 

of a strategy with low carbon content and Roadmap for de-

carbonization of feedstock mining, preparation, and pro-

cessing in Ukraine; promote both stable and responsible 

delivery and treatment of raw materials and batteries in 

Ukraine; digitalize and intensify control of data concerning 

Ukrainian mineral resources (reserves); improve the use of 

the Earth Observation Programmes as well as remote sensing 

of resource prospecting; operate mining industry facilities 

and control of the environment (hereinafter referred to as E) 

after their shutdown; and identify and implement projects of 

joint ventures for industrial and investment participants from 

the EU and Ukraine. 

Content analysis of the European tools gave reasons to 

single out their key characteristics: 

1. RMI, adopted by EC in 2008, involves a strategy to 

solve problems of access to raw materials in the EU aimed at 

provision of the three main tendencies: fair and stable feed-

stock delivery from the global markets; stable raw materials 

delivery to the EU; and efficient use of resources as well as 

secondary raw materials delivery at the expense of pro-

cessing. An expert EC group, being a team engaged in feed-

stock delivery and consisting of the EU representatives, 

member countries of the European economic zone, candi-

dates for EU membership, and bodies representing the con-

cerned parties (i.e. industry, research institutions, and civil 

society), gives an advisory opinion to the EC and controls the 

initiative implementation. The EC publishes regularly lists of 

critical raw materials (hereinafter referred to as CRMs). 

During 2021 high-level conference concerning strategic 

partnership between the EU and Ukraine in the field of 

CRMs, the parties concluded a Memorandum on the strategic 

partnership in the area of raw materials and developed corre-

sponding roadmap of measures [17]. Such a strategic part-

nership will involve following key tendencies: integration of 

value-added chains; cooperation in the field of research and 

innovation; coordination of environmental and social proce-

dures and approaches; and data exchange. 

2. Sustainable Development Goals (hereinafter referred to 

as SDGs), adopted by the UNO on the 25th of September 

2015, are also connected with RMI. In November 2016, a 

report on mining and SDGs was published; the report has 

demonstrated how extraction of minerals may favour each 

SDG achievement. The EC helps implement SDGs in non-

energy primary sectors through its policy resulting from RMI 

as well as through a policy, programmes, and actions related 

to trade, environment, research and innovations, develop-

ment, fiscal transparency etc. In the context of Ukraine, fol-

lowing SDGs have been identified by 2030 [18]: 

– access provision to cheap, stable, and modern energy 

sources for all; 

– promotion of gradual, comprehensive, and sustainable 

economic growth; 

– taking urgent measures to combat climate change and 

its impacts etc. 

3. EIP is the main EU initiative implementing a platform of 

the concerned parties as for the raw materials, uniting the EU 

countries, researchers, and non-governmental organizations to 

advance innovation in the feedstock sector. The partnership is 

also important to achieve goals of the key EC initiatives, being 

“Innovation Union” and “Resource Efficient Europe”, while 

providing European economy with stable raw materials as well 

as maximizing benefits for the whole community. 

4. The European raw materials alliance is the measure to 

develop European raw material cost system diversifying 

delivery for achieving open strategic autonomy in the chain 

of value creation for rare-metal and rare-earth elements. At 

the later stage, it may spread to other types of CRMs and 

base metals. 

5. Strategic feedstock partnership. In September 2020, 

EC adopted an action plan concerning CRMs; it represented 

ten specific measures to eliminate vulnerabilities in the 

chains of feedstock delivery. The action plan declares that 

the EU should participate in strategic partnerships with the 

resource-rich third countries applying all tools of external 

policy and respecting own international obligations. Action 9 

involves development of strategic international partnership as 

well as adequate financing intended to provide both diversi-

fied and stable CRMs delivery inclusive of through incorrupt 

trade and investment terms. In 2021, pilot partnership was 

initiated with Canada, the concerned African countries, and 

countries in the EU neighbourhood. 

6. Strategic EU-Canada partnership received political ap-

proval at the EU-Canada summit of 14-15.06.2021. The 

partnership is aimed at maximization of value, safety, and 

constancy of trade and investment in stable raw materials as 

well as in value chains in Canada and the EU. The following 

has been identified as the cooperation areas: 

– integration of the Canada-EU feedstock value chains; 

– science, techniques and innovations; 

– environmental, social, governance (ESG) criteria and 

standards. 

7. Structure of strategic EU-Canada partnership concern-

ing raw materials is to: 

– ensure safety of delivery chains for minerals and metals 

required to move towards climate neutral and digitized eco-

nomy being priority-oriented for Canada and the EU; 

– reduce risks in the system of delivery and promotion of 

competitive value chain between Canada and the EU; 

– maximize value, safety, and stability for trade and invest-

ment in raw materials and elements of value creation in Canada 

and EU to support the environmental and digital transition. 

The partnership was established as a part of the EU-

Canada Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement 

(CETA); among other things, it concerns bilateral dialogue 

on raw materials [19]. 

Documentarily and chronologically, RMI and EIP are 

shown in following messages and reports [14]: 

– Staff working document accompanying communication – 

SEC (2008) 2741; 

– Communication: raw materials initiative “Meeting criti-

cal needs for growth and jobs in Europe” – COM (2008) 699; 

– Communication: commodity markets and raw materials – 

COM (2011) 25; 

– Communication: creation of the European innovation 

partnership on raw materials (2012); 
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– Report: implementation of the raw materials initiative 

(2013); 

– Strategic implementation plan: European innovation 

partnership on raw materials (2013); 

– Communication: critical list and implementation of the 

raw materials initiative – COM (2014) 297; 

– Report: implementation of the raw materials initiative 

(2014). 

3.2. Reformation tendencies of legal support 

of mining: European integration, energy 

decarbonization, and postwar recovery 

The Association Agreement between Ukraine on the one 

part and the EU, European Atomic Energy Community, and 

their members on the other part [20] as well as further granting 

Ukraine the status of a candidate for accession to the European 

Union raised to a new Eurointegration level fulfilment of com-

mitments to legislation implementation inclusive of mining. 

Review of the current national mining legislation as well as 

subsoil legislation has testified that now following spheres of 

the relationships should be considered as the most relevant 

tendencies of legislative support of mining from the viewpoint 

of European integration: waste burial; subsoil use monitoring; 

evaluation of mining subjects on the results of previous activi-

ties; and establishment of the differentiated legal regulations 

for various types of geological information [21]-[26]. 

As a part of “The European Green Deal” initiative 

(hereinafter referred to as EGD) [27], put forth by the EC, 

Ukraine also is permitted to visualize its goals and princi-

ples in the internal documents. Namely, in the context of 

mining, the following should be considered as the major 

interdependent tendencies: 

1) energy sector decarbonization: 

– shutdown of fossil fuels; 

– progress of energetics based upon hydrogen and other 

synthetic power resources; 

2) coal industry reforming: 

– transformation of mining regions and monofunctional 

settlements; 

– innovations of after coal use of underground, complex 

of surface facilities, and waste rock dumps; 

3) green transition of mining to extraction, treatment, and 

production of “the metals of the future”. 

Partially, the national legislation has already started im-

plement EGD ideas. Namely, a list of metallic ores and non-

metallic minerals, being strategic for sustainable economic 

growth and national defence capability [28]; Concept of the 

state target programme for fair transformation of mining 

Ukrainian regions for 2030 [29]; the revised nationally 

agreed contribution of Ukraine to the Paris Agreement [30] 

and others were approved. 

Scientifically, in terms of coalbed methane as an object of 

international, European, and constitutional legal relations, 

authors have demonstrated its specific features stipulated by 

natural dichotomy: harmful substance (i.e. gas), on the one 

hand, and material and/or power resource (i.e. mineral of the 

national significance), on the other hand [31]. 

It is a potentially promising tendency to use wholistically 

methane (i.e. coalbed methane, CBM; coal seam gas, CSG; 

or coal-mine methane, CMM) and mine water as the inte-

grated chain of green hydrogen formation where mine me-

thane will act as a power resource and water will act as a 

material resource. 

Following tendencies may exemplify Life After Coal [32]: 

– complex development of new coal power stations and 

mines;  

– available coal infrastructure emission reduction, and 

promotion of phasing out coal; 

– fair transition to sustainable energy systems for population. 

Tendencies of legal support of postwar mining recovery in 

Ukraine should be based upon such a recovery plan as 

“Ukraine Recovery Vision: Strong European Ukraine is a 

“magnet” for international investment”. Its principles involve 

the following: build back better including transition to green 

economy; stimulation of private investment and entrepreneuri-

al business etc. [33]. In turn, national programmes of the plan 

contain such ones relating directly to the mining sector: 

1. “Restoring clean and protected environment”: 

– ecological restoration of saltworks in Solotvyno; 

– RMB expansion in Ukraine; 

– restoring, upgrading, and optimizing of network of the 

observation and data entry on risky geological processes as 

well as on underground water condition; 

– mining of technogenic deposits; 

– monitoring of reclamation measures to mitigate nega-

tive environmental impact after mining; 

– deregulation and simplification of access to subsoil. 

2. “Energy Independence and Green Course”: 

– gas production from dense rocks; 

– gas production from traditional deposits. 

In addition to the tendencies, others should be also con-

sidered since they are equally important for postwar Ukraine. 

First of all, it is required to implement stable, stimulating, 

and incentive legal regulations for the investment and inno-

vative activities based upon: 

– digitalization of transparency relations in subsoil use 

and mines inspectorate; circulation of permits and geological 

information; 

– liberalization of rent, customs, currency, land, and in-

frastructure relations; 

– implementation of risk insurance of mining reconver-

sion; variability of forms of foreign investment attraction. 

Finally, it is proposed separately to pay attention to pro-

tection of the national economic interests in the field of min-

ing art while manufacturing value-added products in 

Ukraine. Concession of proper priorities while accessing 

mining entities to the use of certain subjects and subsoil 

resources is one of legal mechanisms of its implementation. 

3.3. Actual practices of mining-and-geological 

legislation in certain EU countries 

From the viewpoint of the European legislation use in the 

national codified subsoil act, Polish practices are quite inter-

esting. In 2011, the country adopted a new charter called 

“Geological and mining law” [34]. Currently, several EU 

directives, rules, regulations and decisions have been imple-

mented in the document or harmonized. Analysis of the 

abovementioned helps differentiate them in the contexts of 

certain groups of subsoil legal relations and those ones asso-

ciated with them regulated by the acts, i.e.: 

– relations in the field of industrial safety and labour pro-

tection [35]-[37]; 

– permissive, geological, safety-related, and ecological 

oils-gas relations [38]-[42]; 

– relations in the field of greenhouse gas emissions [43]; 

– relations in the field of waste burial [44], [45]. 
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Moreover, the groups should also involve relations, regu-

lated by the abovementioned EU Directives, i.e.: 

– relations in the field of environmental impact [46]; 

– relations in the field of mining industry waste [47]; 

– relations in the field of underground water protection [48]. 

It should be also mentioned that Law on subsoil in Poland 

contains sufficient number of representative regulations 

concerning investment relations in the field of subsoil use. 

However, they mostly concern hydrocarbons. For instance, 

Article 49z constitutes that the initial mining stage needs 

investment decision making issued by a concession body (i.e. 

licensing authority) upon application. The latter includes: 

– right to real estate under which hydrocarbon material 

will be extracted from a deposit; 

– mining initiation date; 

– hydrocarbon deposit or its share to be developed; 

– amount of the hydrocarbon material and its mining 

technique; and a degree of permitted use of the resources 

inclusive of jointly occurred as well as associated minerals; 

– the proposed location of the mining area (subsoil opera-

tions) defined on the basis of geological and investment 

documentation of the hydrocarbon material deposit, and 

represented relying upon mining maps indicating boundaries 

of territorial division of the area; 

– geological and hydrogeological terms of the hydrocar-

bon material mining; if it is necessary, the terms are supple-

mented by conditions of water injection into the rock mass 

specified in the hydrogeological documentation. 

The application shall be attached by the evidence of the 

right to use the geological information in the amount re-

quired for the activity implementation [34]. 

In Germany, Federal mining law involves concessions, 

permits, and agreements to mine mineral resources. The State 

Authority for Mining, Energy and Geology (Landesamt für 

Bergbau, Energie und Geologie, LBEG in German) render 

administrative services for granting of permits to extract 

minerals, and functions of mines inspectorate in the field of 

mining of minerals; their transportation; and storage [49]. 

In France, maximum initial term for exclusive prospec-

ting licenses is five years (with possible twice for five years 

prolongation every time). Maximum initial MMs concession 

period is fifty years (with possible several times prolonga-

tion; however, each time may last twenty-five years maxi-

mally). Law of France “On hydrocarbons” imposes certain 

restrictions on the granting and continuation of exclusive 

prospecting licenses as well as mining of coal; liquid or ga-

seous hydrocarbons (with the exception of mine gas being 

methane stipulated by L.111-5 Article of Mining Code of 

France). Except for special cases, granting of the exclusive 

licenses for prospecting and new mining concessions termi-

nates; the current mining concessions up to 2040 [50]. 

3.4. Discussion 

Near the end of 2022, a law was adopted supporting de-

velopment of the national subsoil use sectors [21]; it is re-

quired to provide implementation of certain regulations of 

the European legal system in the domestic subsoil legislation, 

land legislation, mining legislation, oil-and-gas legislation, 

and urban planning legislation. 

The law makers believe the act will favour subsoil use 

reformation in the context of following fields [22]: 

– protection of national interests; 

– development of economic passport; 

– illegal extraction counteracting; 

– solving the problem of “sleeping” licenses; 

– facilitating access to land plots; 

– free circulation of special permits for subsoil use; 

– international standards to evaluate reserves; 

– digitalization and simplification of access to geological 

information; 

– simplification of permissive procedures; 

– termination and annulations of special permissions. 

At the same time, compliance with the Eurointegration 

course, harmonization of Ukrainian laws with the European 

ones, and implementation of the best world practices, expe-

rience, and expertise were not displayed in the declared aims 

of the law. Among those normative acts, which should guide 

lawmakers, one can remind the rules concerning such 

spheres as: access of population to information of subsoil 

use [23]; waste burial [24]; and European networks of envi-

ronmental information and monitoring [25]. 

Moreover, the law contains regulations either being in-

consistent with the European requirements or ignoring their 

actual state. First, exclusion of a provision, according to 

which the permission to use hydrocarbon subsoil may be 

temporarily stopped, cannot meet the provisions of Directive 

94/22/EC [8] since they give no way to take into considera-

tion cases of inefficient and/or irresponsible subsoil use iden-

tified in the course of mining by applicants on the basis of 

prior permissions. 

Second, Regulation of the European Parliament and 

Council (EC) #2018/1999 of 11.12.2018 [26] made amend-

ments in Directive 94/22/EC according to which Article 9 of 

the Directive was deleted. Consequently, currently Ukraine is 

not obliged to publish annual report containing information 

on: subsoil areas open for mineral exploring, prospecting, 

and mining; special permissions and organizations which 

obtained them; and reserves of hydrocarbon resources as-

sessed geologically and economically. In addition, Ukraine is 

not obliged to publish data, belonging, in terms of infor-

mation and civil legislation, to statistics having restricted 

access or being intellectual property objects. 

The review and analysis of tools and regulations, control-

ling mining in the EU and Ukraine, provided grounds to repre-

sent author’s vision of the Eurointegration vector concerning 

their consideration and implementation. Among other things, 

Figures 1-3 demonstrate both available and actual tools to be 

implemented in the national legislation and provisions of regu-

lations as well as tendencies to reform legal support of mining. 

According to the author’s attitude, they have been differentiat-

ed in terms of time criterion, and importance of Ukrainian 

legal system adaptation to the EU legislation. 

We believe that future research should be first focused on 

the formation of sustainable and transparent economic and 

legal mechanism improving both innovation and investment 

attractiveness of mining in postwar Ukraine. Possessing 

valuable mineral resources, the country should use them with 

the maximum advantage to accelerate its economic recovery 

and solve problems of getting through the recession basing 

upon establishment of mining, processing, and associated 

production facilities with high value-added degree. 

Moreover, it is required to pay attention to the well-timed 

correction of legal coverage of transformation of coal enter-

prises under the scheduled (despite Declaration on the Sup-

port of Green Technologies) increase in coal mining amount 

as well as focus on a reverse policy of mine shutdowns.  
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System of current tools and legal acts 
in the field of subsoil use in the EU

Tools and institutions 
Messages 

(communications) 

and reports

Directives, 
regulations, procedures, 

and the EU decisions in the 
context of groups of legal 

relations in the field of:

Initiatives concerning 
the development 

European Raw 
Materials Alliance 

Strategic partnership 

in the raw materials

Sustainable development goals

European innovative partnership 
concerning raw materials

Initiative on raw materials 
“Meeting the critical needs 

for growth and jobs in Europe”

Commodity markets 
and raw materials

Development and strategic 

plan to implement the 
European innovation 

partnership on raw materials

Implementation 
of raw materials initiative 

Critical list and implementation 
of initiative on raw materials 

Industrial safety 
and labour protection

Permissive, geological, 
safety-related, and ecological 

oils-gas relation

Greenhouse gas emissions

Storage and utilization

of mining sector waste

Assessment of environmental impact

Ecological and 
mining-and-geological information

Underground water protection

Waste burial

Operative 
(current, short-term)

Strategic and tactic

(situational, medium-term)

Prospective 

(predictive, long-term)

 

Figure 1. System of current tools and legal acts in the field of subsoil use in the EU 
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of surface facilities, 
and waste rock dumps

Implementation of the integrated 
green hydrogen production where 

mine methane is energy resource; 
and mine water is material resource
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Prospective 
(predictive, long-term)

 

Figure 2. Reformation tendencies of legal support in mining 
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Provisions of mining-and-geological legislation 
of the EU members being urgent for Ukraine

Establishing (strengthening) 

of the complied laws providing regulation 
of investment relations in mining inclusive 

of hydrocarbon extraction

Rights to real estate under which mining is planned

Variability of mineral resource 

mining under different conditions 
(i.e. concessions, licenses, permits, 

contracts, agreements etc.)

Variability of permits depending 
upon terms and types of subsoil use (prospecting, 

mining, and prospecting with mining); objects 
(type of minerals); and subjects (domestic, 

foreign, the EU, and joint) of mining

Determination and differentiation 

of the subject structure in the field of services 
rendering permits for mining; mines inspectorate 

functions; and mineral raw materials 
transportation and storage.

Date of mining initiation

Amount, extraction technique, and a degree 

of the intended use of the basic, 
commonly occurred and associated resources

Way to identify general boundaries of the mining area; 

boundaries of the area share provided for use; 
and their ratio between them 

and territorial partition of the area

Geological, hydrogeological, 
and ecological conditions of raw materials mining

Strategic and tactic

(situational, medium-term)

Prospective 
(predictive, long-term)

 

Figure 3. Provisions of mining-and-geological legislation of the EU members being urgent for Ukraine 

It seems that such steps will be of temporary nature stipu-

lated by the necessity to stabilize condition of socioeconomic 

and energy safety of the state for afterwar period. 

In addition, it is extremely important and topical idea for 

future research (inclusive of a legal aspect) to solve a prob-

lem concerning assessment, identification, and expertise of 

harm and damage caused by the armed aggression to objects 

of subsoil use and environment, development of legal struc-

tures intended to minimize both available and potential envi-

ronmental impact by the ruined, damaged, and flooded mines 

as well as concerning tendencies of reconversion use of their 

surface, underground, and technogenic property components.  

4. Conclusions 

The review study of tools, and regulations, controlling 

mining in the EU and Ukraine, gives reason to formulate 

following conclusions. 

1. The review of current tools and legal acts in the field 

of subsoil use in the EU has helped systemize them accor-

ding to the types: tools and institutions; messages (communi-

cations) and reports; directives, instructions; regulations, and 

decisions made by the EU as well as according to groups of 

legal relations being the regulation subjects. 

2. The necessity has been substantiated to reform legal 

support of mining stipulated by the selection of the European 

vector of economic growth of Ukraine as well as by chal-

lenges in dealing with negative consequences of the armed 

aggression in the areas of the European integration, energy 

decarbonization, and postwar recovery. 

3. There have been identified relevant to reform legal 

support of mining in Ukraine provisions of mining-and-

geological legislation of certain EU member countries de-

pending upon the spheres of legal relations as well as their 

basic elements being investment, property, geological, min-

ing, and environmental if hydrocarbons are extracted; per-

missible and contractual; financial and economic, transport 

and mineral; and organizational-managerial and supervisory. 

The authors consider that implementation of the obtained 

results is both possible and expedient in the law-making 

process of mining law and subsoil law improvement; in the 

law-enforcement practices of public entities and private enti-

ties in the field of mining; in the research concerning the 

development of mining law theory; and in the academic 

process in the field of legislation, natural sciences, produc-

tion, and technologies. 
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Правові аспекти гірничої справи в Україні: огляд євроінтеграційного вектору 

Р. Кірін, А. Євстігнєєв, А. Виприцький, С. Сєрєбряк 

Мета. Дослідження сучасних правових інструментів та актів у сфері гірничої справи в Європейському Союзі для встановлення 

та обґрунтування можливості їх врахування при реформуванні законодавства України в умовах європейської інтеграції, енергетич-

ної трансформації та повоєнного відновлення. 

Методика. Дослідження полягає у послідовному аналізі європейських джерел правового забезпечення гірничої справи, спрямо-

ваного на виявлення напрямів, необхідності та доцільності їх впровадження у процесі реформування національного законодавства 

про надра та гірничого законодавства. 

Результати. Проведено огляд елементів сучасного правового механізму у сфері користування надрами у ЄС та їх систематиза-

ція за видами: інструменти та інституції; повідомлення (комунікації) та звіти; директиви, розпорядження, регламенти і рішення ЄС. 

Обґрунтовано напрями реформування правового забезпечення гірничої справи, обумовлені обранням Україною євроінтеграційного 

вектору, необхідністю декарбонізації енергетики та специфікою повоєнного відновлення. Виявлено актуальні для реформування 

правового забезпечення гірничої справи положення гірничого та геологічного законодавства окремих країн-членів ЄС у сфері інве-

стиційних, інституційних, дозвільних та договірних відносин. 

Наукова новизна полягає в обґрунтуванні доцільності використання сталого європейського досвіду у правовому регулювання 

гірничої справи в Україні, заснованого на досягненні симбіозу збереження національних інтересів та виконання інтеграційних 

зобов’язань в процесі енергетичної трансформації та повоєнного відновлення. 

Практична значимість полягає в доцільності впровадження отриманих результатів при проведенні законотворчої діяльності, 

практичної правозастосовної роботи працівників уповноважених державних органів та суб’єктів господарювання у сфері гірництва, 

наукових досліджень, пов’язаних із подальшим розвитком теорії гірничого права, навчального процесу при викладанні розділів, 

присвячених сучасним правовим аспектам гірничої справи. 

Ключові слова: надра, гірнича справа, законодавство про надра, європейські акти, систематизація 
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